Bidders are hereby informed that the Bidding Documents for the above-mentioned Project are modified, corrected, and/or supplemented as follows. Addendum No. 3 becomes part of the Bidding Documents and Contract Documents.

Acknowledge receipt of this addendum by inserting its number in the Bid Proposal form. Failure to acknowledge receipt of the Addendum may subject the Bidder to disqualification.

This addendum is issued for questions that have come forth.

**Question No. 3-1.** The Type C Double Grate Type I catch basin located at 5+50 left is 9.93vf from the top of frame to the invert elevation, plus the sump, total 12.4 vf. This should be listed as "over 10 deep"?

**Response No. 3-1.** All Type C Double Grate Type I catch basins shall be paid for under the Item # 507021A.

**Question No. 3-2.** Bid item 0507567A, Furnish and Install manhole frame and cover, however, the special provision for this item of work states it is a furnish only, deliver to the town. Please advise.

**Response No. 3-2:**

Delete Special Provisions Section 0507862A Furnish Manhole Frame and Cover

Add Special Provisions Section 0507567A Furnish and Install Manhole Frame and Cover.
Question No. 3-3: Bid item 0403880A, Cold Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement, est quantity is 7160 sy. Bid item 0403881A, Handling Reclaimed Asphalt Subbase, est quantity is 1775 sy. Is the quantity of Handling Reclaimed Asphalt Subbase just a percentage of the overall quantity of the reclaiming or is there a designated area where this work is to be performed?

Response No. 3-3: The quantity is an estimated quantity including unassigned quantities. In general, this item is for areas where the proposed grades require removal and storage of the reclaimed material, excavation to finished subgrade and placing and compacting the reclaimed material or as directed by the Engineer. Refer to the plan and profiles for locations.

Question No. 3-4: The existing catch basin located at station 11+60 right has a note that states--Modify existing catch basin, Reset Type C-L top, core drill new inverts'. What item is this work paid under?

Response No. 3-4: Sheet HD-2: Modify Existing CB at Sta. 11+60 right:

- Call-out “Reset Type C-L Top” shall be changed to “Replace Type C-L CB Top” and paid under Item 0507224 (quantity is included in Proposal Form).
- Call-out “Core Drill New Inverts” – cost of core drilling or modifying existing structures to accept new piping is included in the cost of the pipe.

Question No. 3-5: Items 1302060 & 1302061, Reset Utility Boxes. There is no specification for this work in the Form 817 nor is there a special provision in the bid documents. Please provide a description of the work.

Response No. 3-5: Special Provisions for 1302060A Reset Utility Box (Gas) and 1302061A Reset Utility Box (Water) have been included as part of this addendum and are attached.

All technical inquiries regarding this request may be directed to Roy Seelye, PE at BETA Group, Inc., (860) 513-1503, rseelye@beta-inc.com or William Maurer, Town of Trumbull, Engineering Department, (203) 452-5050, wmaurer@trumbull-ct.gov. All other questions shall be directed to Kevin Bova, (203) 452-5042, Kbova@trumbull-ct.gov.